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Many Monthslago President Carter visited The Bronx(to help him better

understand-the need for urban renewal. His attention was drawn in parti-

cular to Charlotte Street whil the New York TiMes,had called the worst

slum street in-New York-City. Vle President duly proclaimed the Charlotte

Street project; it would be a model for nattonal urban renewal programs.

drove.up to,The Bronx recently-and was rather shocked. The district

is almost entirely leveled; buildings which are still'half-standiing are

windowless. The Charlotte Street Project is apparently forgotten.

The experience gave me a sinking, frightened feeling. I spent MY

childhood and adolescence on Charlotte Street., It was not a rose garden

; then; but it is still uncomfortable to look ior your 'childhood home and,

find rubble.,

WhY did this area disintegrate as so many other areas are disintegrating?

Economists and politicians will doubtless propose.learned and well'developed

reasons. But I can tell you why my family and friends thought they left.

A neighborhood l)oy my a was stabbed to aea:th in front of our apartMent

house by some cruising youths. Our good friend, the grocer, was held up

and shot in the shoulder:, sOlder people hardly dared venture outJof.,their

heavily lotked doors. It was danger that drove them from their homes. ,

And the situation goes not seeM to be rapidly improving. In 1978,violent

crime intreased 5% (Los Angeles Tiies, March 28, 1979). Most disheartening

is the ,focus of this increase jn youngsters; more crimes are now being

,committed,by Children under 15 than adults over 251 In.the past,2b years

Juvenile Crime has increased 1600% (Godwin, 1978). Judging,from past

experience, theie youngsters'are not going to be rehabilitated overnight.

I don't l4ke,to "view with alarm" but, many of them are walking time

'
bombs wi,th long criminal careers ahead of them.

.f
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'The responso has been to devise more and more'imaginatfve methods

to construct pri5ons and institute rehabilitation programs. In other

words, society's agents have acted in response to criminal behavior after

it is evidenced.
g

I don't know anyone who.believes that otir methods of dealing with

crime have been a blazing success. Perhaps we need to stop and rethink

Jour 'situation. First, do we want to reduce crime?--If so, how!. Currently

our major efforts ta control crime start with individuals already

'delinquent or criminal. .We spend fortunes on developing mace, nicer

jails, methodS of rehabilitation and faster court systems. Less effort

expendediori-the primary prevention of crime. I wish to suggest that

along,with -efforts to deal With discovered criminality, we study methods

of early intervention to prevent the initial onset of criminal behavior.'

Primaryiweventiop. I can imagine three avenues in which 'primary

interVenbion.might be exp)ored:

'1. ECologil'al alterations

2. SystematiC sodletal change.

Individual intervention.

, 1. Ecological`alteration. By ecological alteration I refer to environ-

mentalmanipulation suCh as tncreasing street lightingimprovirig supermarket

,and depantment store securitY', and defensive architectural design. L wili I

not COnsider this method-further in this paper.

41



2. Societal _change. In thls century criminology has been' dominated by

sociological thinking. And for good reason. It seems.quite clear that

socioeconomic.factors provide the reasons for crime foP most criminals.
),

Sociological.thinking Has suggested that the etiology of crime lies

exclusively in the structure of society. It is expressly assumed that

4

criminals are normal individuals who hive been misshapen, by an inappropriately

arranged social system'. If we improve t4is System, this shdold prevent

criminality.
.\

, A critical assumption of this approach to primary prevention is the

essential normality of criminals. TO the extent that some criminals-have

deviant psychblogical or biological ch.aracteristics:mhich help pOtdispose

them to antisocial behavior--thengsocietal manipulation alopawill not be

sufficient to prevent.crime. (I am, in principa14,opposed to arguing for

societal adjustment for the betterment.of the human condition solely on

the promise of reducing crime or mental illness. Human conditions

shduld be improxed because we are human. Unrealized promises simply proO7o-ie

reactionary backlash.) Thus, in order to better plan the primary preven-

iion of criminal behavior we must first coniddr evidence regarding

the possibility that some forms of criminal bdhavior have individual

psychological or biological predisposition's.

3. Individual intervention, This bio-indiVidual approach to understanding
X

;the criminal has been less than popular in the social sciences. Let us

take a.moment and consider the reasons forthis. In the beginning there

was no significant conflict. Auguste Comte in.1855 acknowledged that "The whole

soCial evolution,.o(the race must proceeCin entire adcordance with.biological

laws..." Perhaps the problems began. 23Years later wheri Herbert Spencer,applied
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his phrase--"suruival of the fAtest" to social behavior. Hit prostitution

of the theory of evolution for the preservation of class privilege was an

outrage to social reformers. Spencer (1878) literally urged the "shouldering

aside of the weak by the strong..%" Social Darwinism inevitably led to

racism. Expedient ethics had their day again in the 1920's-in the U.S.

in the exploitation of spurious intellige4e test results to ratiohalize.

discriminatory immigration laws. Nazi ideology did not improve. the

attractiveness of biosocial interactionism. In the 30's, 40's1and 50:s

social science academia 'simply excluded the consideration of biology from

w. \

the same context as social factors.

Haller (1968) has suggested that part of the reason for this was

that many of those who had been pointed to as inferior by our immigratioh-

law'S had struggled to the top of the social economic status heap (including

the academic heap). Politically and emotionally these individuals turned

away from bfology. But perhaps even more telling than these emotional

factors was a simple intelfectual reason: there was very little'comPelling,

empirical, biological eviderice which could help,us undTtand social man or

(more specifically) criminality. The evidence for genetic influences on

criminality, consisted mainly of some relatively inadequate and ignored
I

twin studies (some of which were tainted by having originated in. Germany

of Japan during the Nazi era). In addition the literature offered some

etertaining, well written And inventive analogies to observations of

animal behavior. Social scientists found biological factors to be not

only affectively Oepulsive but coincident lly not intellectually compelling.

Within the last 5-10 years, howeve74, there have been research develop-
.

ments which are not totally unworthy oif the.attention of the criMinologist.

4
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These research developments may haye Implications for.the planning of

primary prevention programs. Consequently I will briefly reveiw evidence
d

relating biological factirs to crime. I. will first focus on three

.prospective, longitudinal studieS.
0

Three Prospective Studies of Antisocial Behavior

.The first study concerns the delinquents in a "samlile of 5362 single-

born, legitimate, liye births in.,:1946 occurring between Marchl and 9 ln

England, Wales and Scotland" (Wadswofth, 1976). 14&dsworth described the

cumulative, officially recorded delinquency 'when thiswb4th c6hbrt

reached 21 years of age (Wadsworth, 1975). He then went to examine the

relattonship of this delinquency to a childhood measure of autonomic

nervous system.responses to anticipation of stress. The survey members ,

were subjected tq a school medical examination when they werej1 yees

of age. The period of time
,

during which they waited for this thomination

was, designed to be somewhat stressful. Their pulse rate was measured

to assess the effects Of this stress anticipation. Those who were

eventuAlly registeredas delinquentsat 21 years of age had a lower

pulse rate increase in anticipation of the stress at age 11. Delinquents

in this study were defined as those who,"either made a cOurt appearance

or,were formally 'cautioned by the police between the ages.of 8 and 21 years".
)

(pg. 249) The delinquent-not-delinquent differences were substantial for

those committing indictable and sexuarand violent offenses.

Ihe Wadsworth study also makes an. important .point relating to.the

interaction of biological and social factors. Within the group of

boys. who had experiencedbrokenhomes early in life, anticipatory pulse,

rate did not distingdish the delinquents. Within the boys who didl

.not experience broken.homes, a small anticipatory pulse rate did predict

well to delipqmency. This type of interaction of biologlCal (pulse rate)
,
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and .social (family disruption) data is predicted-by Christiansen (1977) "
'

and Sellin (1938), and has been observed repeatedly in our research in

,Copenha$en. ilhe biological factors pred ct best in.those areas, situations,

or among those groups in which social f ctors (e.g stable hale, middle

class status) do pot "explain" antisoc al behavior. in those'situations,

areas, or groups in which the social ariables (broken home, or lower

class status). do predict to antisoci b'ehavior, the biological variables I

are less effective in prediction.

The Wadsworth study ii impart nt because it 'is based on a large,

national birth cohort. The resul s must be seen as representative. We

should also remember that the da a on pulse'rate wed gathered by hundreds

vof different physicians in diff rent schools using rather primitive methods.

Not all of these measurements w re equally ,acurately taken. "About 10
A

.years-intervened between the repording of the pulse rate and the.ascertain-..

ment ofdelinquency. Dtspite these conditions, which in most earch do

not tend to inflate vsitive flutings, the hypothesized results e erged.

( Those whodid not suffer anticipatory "fear" before the examination were .

those boys who-later were more likely, to become seriously delinquent. Perhaps

this anticipatory fear was also licking before they committed the act

(or acts) which gained them access to the delinquent grbup:

It may be worth underlining one other feature of the Wadsworth study.

The low anticipatory pulse rate was observed 10 years before thedelinqu9ncy

was assessed. Ittis unlikely that the delinquency, Oh(perience produced

the low pulse rate. fthe prospective naOke of the study establishes low

pulse rate in anticipation of 'a stress as a variablegworthy of coniideration

among the potential etiological factors in delinquency.
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How salient a predictive factor is pulse rate? Not very. In the

Wadsworth study it predicts to delinquency about as well as the,variable,

"broken home". It is naive to 'expect that any variable alone (biological

or social) wt11 explain large amounts of delinquency variance. Delinquency

is likely to be as complex in its causation as it is. in its manifestation::

Note, however, that when the interactive Meat of pulse rate and family factors'

is assessed, Prediction improves considerably.

A second prospective sludy. Janice Loeb and I (19'7) have reported

on a'10-year follow-up of a group of Danish adoleso,ents. In 1962 we examined

their skin conductance (i peripneral ptonomic measjrel; in 1972 We
\

ascerteined their registered'delinquency from the Dan.r,r \tional Police

Register. At 10-year To)low-up, sever boys "f'-the 1C1 dcclescents were

noted as having been registered for mildly delinquent acts. The Ore-

delinquency 1962 skin conductance level, respons*enacc rbcovery,

' of the seven delinquents was below that of the controls Me mein amplitude

of response of the delinquents was one-tenth that cf Lk_ con-delinquents.

The third praSpective study I will cite was conductea by Hare, (1978).,

in 1964, he examined skin conductana in-a group of serious, convicted
0.

V1mina144101 in a Maximum secur4ty prism Ten years later he checked

to see how serioUsly recidivistic.the prisoners subsequently became. Skin

\ conductance recovery'in 1964 predicted to degree of rectdivism 10 years

later.

I, Auld make keyeral points relating' to th,ee prospective studies.

1. In combination with soeial and fanilial factors such biological
to

characteristics which presage the later development of de)inquency might

be useful in early detection; The development of such early detectipn

teihniques' would be,an important firSt step in a program(of primary prevention.

'ti
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2. Studies in Philadelphia by Wolfgang', Figlio and SellIn (1972),,research

-in Stockholm by G8sta Carlsson (1977), West and Farrington:(1973) in the
a

inner city' of London and our own research on a birth cohort.of 32,000 men

\,

in Copenhagen has rather reliably indlcated that only a very small

subgroup of the antisocial individuals are responsible for most of

the criminal acts and the more serious criminal acts. The bio-social

familial- ptedictionneasures seem to be most appropriate to pre-identifying

this small group of most 'serious criminals. A program of intervention

focussed on such a small number of individuals might prove disproportionately

effective in crime reduction.

3. All,theee of the prospective studies are consistent with a description

of the mdelinquent and prerecidiviitic criminal having somewhat.underreactive

autonomic nervous systems.

Genetic and Psychophysiological Factors and Antisocial Behavior'

I will next discuss evidence that such underreactive autonomic nervous

.systems.aiT characteristic of criminals. I will also consider the pOssible

origins of this state, including genetic factors. Let us examine the evidence

that genetic factors are related to the etioloW of antisocial behavior.

What is the point of vamining the genetics literature? One one of imp6htance

from my point of view. If it can be demonstrated that there is some

genetic contribution to some forms of cribinaljty then Consideration of

a partial biologiCal predisposition for antisocial behavior would be

\ /

"forced upon us. This would Vve implications for directions of research.

There are thr genetic research stratpgies we will briefly describe -

family studies, ;Win research and adoption investigatiOns.

Family stjdies. It has'long been observed that antisocial parents
Ala

, raise ah excessive number of children who also become antisocial. In the

10
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classic study by Lee Robins (1966) bone of tlie best pre ictors of antisocial

behavior in a ch'ild was father's Criminality. In term§ of genetics very

little.can be conCluded from such family data inasmuch as it is difficult

to disentangle hereditary and environmental influences.

Twin studies.. Twin studies compare criminafloutcomes for identical and fraternal

twins. The influence of hereditary factors is assumed to
.

be demonstrated

to the extent the identical twins have more,similar outcomes than fraternal

twins. From 1929 - 1977 I have found 10 twin studies in the literature. -The

early'studies report about 60-70% concordance for crime for identical twins

and about 15% concordance eor fraternal twins 1Christiansen, I977a).

The most impartant.study of these 110 was conducted by K.O. Christiansen

who investigated the'fates of all 7,172 twins born in a well defined

area of'Oenmark. He Used a national, complete criminality register°about

which Marvin Wolfgang .(1977) has said, "the'reliability apd validity Of

the Danish record keeping system are almost beyond criticism. 'The criminal -

registry office in Denmark is probably the most thorough, comprehpnsive

and,accurate in the Western world". Christiansen notes'that °There are

several important characteristics of the Danish law enforcement process
.9

that relate to iits
6

statutory uniformity regarding treatment of the offender

and sentencing by the.court. Police officers are legally 4-e4aired to

re0ort case's if:they have a suspect. They are not permitted to make

judgements im such matters... The social status of a Danish police officer

is comparatively high; they are regarded as bein9 incorruptible". (p; 93)

: In this; the largest and best designed of the twin studies of

criminality, Christiansen (1977b) reports 35% concordance for Mr(male-,male)

imirs-and-13% concOrdance for ,the DZ (male-male) pairs. (Percents given are
,

11
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*pain-wise concordance rates.) In this unsel'ected twin population the

'MZ concordance rate is lower.than in previous studies. In fact it is

important to note that more cases are discordant than concordant. This

suggests that genetic factors control a minor but significant pOrtion of

the vanianc -Nevertheless, the MZ rate is 2:7 tiMes the DZ rate. Thii.,

result suggests the possibility that there is vome genetically-controlled

biological characteristic (or set of characteristics) which is identical

for the MZ twins aA which in same unknOwn way increaes their common risk

for beingfegistered for criminal behavior.

The results of fhe twin studies do not contradict the hypothesis that-
.

. ,

some,genetically traosmitted, biological characteristic predisposes to anti=

sociaJ behavior.

Adoption studies. The problem with twin studies is that the twins are almost

. always rafsed together. There :is poor spearapon of genetic.and environmental

factors. The adoption destgn does a better job of this separation. Children

adoptedat birth sh e no environment with their biological fathei.s. If

criminality in the iological fathers is related to criminality-in their

adapted-away children then thIs iuggests that the criminal biological

fathers have geneticallyransmitted some cr.'iminogenic biological

. characteristic to their children.

Crgwe (1975) studied smallrgroup of adopted children born to women

in prison-as well as contrJl adoPtees. -The adopted children with Criminal ,

biological mothers were registered for more crimes than were adopted children'

with non-criminal biological mothers. Cadoret, (1978) reports that

among 246 Iowans adopted at birth, criminality in adoptees and iheir.
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biological parents was significantly rerated. (He,ascehained criminality

by.telephone interview,of the adoptive parents.)

-

e

n Copenhagen, s'Chulsinger (1977) finds excessive amounts Of psycho-
,

pathy among the biolOgical'relatiVesof psychopaths who had-beer adopted

at birth. In-this.study $chulsingemidentified psychopaths from a

popiliation of ;11 the 5,483 Copenhagen County adoptioni,1924-1947.

.
FroM these same 5083 adoptiont'Hutchings & Mednick (1977) ascertained

the registered criminality-of the:male adoptees,,treir biological
/.

fathers.and their adoptive fapers. The results are given in Tablell.
,

Insert Table 1 about here
A

As can be Aeen in the upper left-hand cell, it'tvneither thR biological no;L-

,

the adoptive father is criminal 10.5% of their sons are, criminal. If tfl

biological fathers is not criminal but ithe doptive father is criml a thlis

figure rises.to only 11.5%. In the upper right-hand corner of Table 1

note that,22% of tlie sons are criminal if the adoptive father is not

and the biological father is criminal. Thus the comparison

(analogous to a croSs-fos*ing comparison) seems to favor a partial

genetic7etiology-assumption. We must caution, however, that the adoption

methodology has a number of drawbacks. These have been discussed by

MedniCk & Hutchings (1977),: In'an extension of.this study we have,now ,

constructed analogous tables for 7,000 adoptees and 28;000 biological and

adoptive relatives; the results replicate.. We will soon be reporting results

for all 14,435 adoptions in.our study. Thete 14,435 adoptions comprise

all the adoptions in the Kingdoai of Denmarklbetween 1924 and 1947.

It seems that a partial genetic predisposition for antisocial behaviOr

mustj.le considerpd,a serious possibility. I wobld again emphasize that

the expression of the genetic predisposition depends very heavily 'on s cial
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factors. Thus, in middle and upper cla es tfie genetic effect is more,

strongly expressed. In the lower clises he genetic effect is more

. weakl# expressed: As mentioned above, this is in excellent agreement

with Thorstin Sellin's group resistance theory (1938). In scicial'
. .

, settings whiCh are highly resfstant tolFrime, individuals who become...,

criminal must havee'strong individual predispositions. Fjnally I would

say the obviT--this genetic predisposition.must be ,biological.

rThe three prospective studies have directed our attention tosautonomic
A

'nervous system "undefreactivenossi! is possible 6eing predispositional to'

intisocial behavior. Twin stUdies in bur Copenhagen'laboratories have .

,suggested that important components of the autonomic response systeM
c'

are heritable (Bell, Mednick., Gottesman & Sergeant, 1977). ,

. 4
A446nOmic nervous. system Of antisocial individuals:

summarize 14terature which examines the autonoMic responsiveness (specifically

thb skin condUctance response),orantisocial individuals. Mh of the

research began with consideration of psychopaths. Clinical descrlptiOns

of the psychopath include phrases such ac lacks emotion, callous, fee

.1

no guilt, no shame, no remorse, incapable of love, fails to learn from

punishing experiences, cannot emotionaflyanticipate consequences. Studies

of ipysiological indicators of emotion have noted that these clinical descriptions

fit the objective measurements of the physiology of the pechopath.

Interestingly enough the physiological descriptions also fit criminals,

4
delinquents and (as we have seen) predelinquents. (See Mednick & Volavka,

in press for a t^eview of this work.)

For example, in one type of.stud), phYsiological measures of autonomic

nervous system functioning are continuously monitored. The subject is told

that at the count of 9 he will experience a severe electric shOck. The

A_
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more psychopathic., delinquent or criminal inctividual does not evidence

anticipatory heartgrate, sktn.conduptan e or bchemical indicantt.of

J fear. This is even true .(.psycIlopathi edes:studied just before they

walked into the courtroom for their criminal trial'(Ldberg,. Levander,

& Lidilerg, 1978). .

0-

The re$ults in this area of research are.remarkably eohsistent and

robust across a variety-of experithental procedures, definitions of .

Intisocial, and different national-settings. The antlsocial groups

Ideonsistently demonstrate hyporeactive autonomic nervous systems. lecall '

the three prospective.rstudies which find that these same psychophysio-

)ogttal characteristics predict to antisocial behavior 'ascerttlned 10 years

41,
hence. -In view of ourtwin study results, (Bell, Mednitk, GOttesman &

isergeant,.1577).1t.istempttngtO,..hYPOW.P_Plat.th.e.s._ePhysiological

characteristics maj/ be a part of' the biologlical predisposition(passed on

from,an antisocial parent. Indeed in our laboratory in Copenhagert wehaave

found that a group of children Withs fathers registered for criminality

tends to have the very same phySiological signs which have been found to

be reliably charaCteristic of the delinquent, psychopath and criminal

(Mednick, 1977).

Biosocial Interactions in the Learning of Morality

Much of this paper has been devoted to reporting literature which

find some biological factors in criminal behavior. Perhaps it would
0

be usful to close with a specific suggestion as to howsuch biological

characteristics might interact'with family and social factors in interfere

with the learning of moral behavior. It would do no great harm to begin

with a discussion of how we define morality. An early publication may be

found in Table 2.
4/

Insert Table 2 tbout here
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Note that the mijor thrust of the message is negative, "thou shalt not..."

S.
1.

While subsequent Moral authorities have added some positive acts t elaborate

thqkdefinition of moral behavior (e.g, "Love thy neighbor"), they have

.also retained the..original, basic, Inhibitory definitions of monal acts.

Thre are very few who w411 denounce you if you do not love your neighbor;
f
but .if you seduce hii wife, steal-I-from him/and or)cill him you may be

certain that your behavior will be classified es immoral. Thus, putting

Iside philosophical, poetic or artistic.musing on morality,'we might admit
r a

to ourselves that the statemefts ofmoral behavior which are critical for

_everyday activities are essentially negative and inhibitory in character.

The fact that someone toOk the trouble to'enumerateithete strictures and

then carverthem onto stone tablets, sliggests that at some point, there-must

have been a strong need for insistence on these inhibitions. People must'

have evidenced and prehaps still do evidence a tendency to extribtta-ggressi-ve-.9----

adulterous and avaricious behavior. In self-defense, society has set up

moral codes and has struggled to teach its children to inhibitimpulses

leading to transgression of those codes.:

,How are these inhibitions ta-ught to children? AS far at I can see

fhere areithree learning,mechanitms Wiiich could conceivably help parents

teach children civilized behavior: modelling, positive reinforcement ,

and negative reinforcement. I believe that positive acts such as loAng

.
neighbors, helping old ladies across the street, and cleaning the

snow and ibe from the front walk can be learned by modelling; but for the

more inhibitory moral commands, modelling does not seem to be a natural

method. It is possible to imaginearranging circumstances in some

irtificial way, such that modelling could teach children not to be adulterous,
a

16
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or aggr9ssiv0. If our civiliA)lon hack to depend sblely on modelling,

however, it ts'conceivablethat things might be even more chaotic than they

are today. It is also possible to use positive reinforcemmt to teach

inhibition of forbidden be avior;.but again 'reinforcing a chjld 24 hours

a day whille he is not stea ing seems a rather inefficient method and
I

not verybspecific.
.

Following theexcell4nt exposition of Gordon Trasler (1972), we
r W

Auld suggest.that childh od learning.of the avoidance ottransgression

(i.e.''the,practice of la abiding be6aviqr) demanded by the wai command-
.

ments fs probably, in the main troined vial contihgeni negative reinforce-

) ment (pumishmen6 applied by society, family and peers. The cr.itical in-

,
hibitory,Ao"rality-traini g forces in childhood very likely are 1) the

/

--Ovnishment antisocial esponses by family,'society and friends, and°

2)-the-child's individual apacity to learn to inhibit-anitsocial Tesponses.:- .

Let us attempt to be petific and to relate,how childrtn might learn .

to inhibit an impulse to s al. 'Frequently when a child steals from

his parents; his peers, sib fngs or a 6 & 10t store he is.punished.

n4

After a suffiCient quantity r quality of punishment, just the thOught

the aci of stealing should b enough to produce a bit of anticipatory.

-

fear in the child. IT thii ar response is large enough, the extended,

fingers will relax and the st aling impulse will be successfully
Air

inhibited.
4 ,

Our story suggest that wh t happensin this child after he has

successfully inhibited such an ntisocial respnse is critical for

his learning of civilized behaviar. Let us consider the situation

again in more detail.

10
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1. Child cpntemplates stealing.

17

2. Because,of previous punishment he sOffers fear.

3.. Because of fear he inhibits the stealing impulse.

WHAT HAPINS iO HIS ANTICIPATORY FEAR'?

4. Since he 'no longer entertaing the stealing impulse, the,

fear will begin to dxissipate, to 6e reduced.

We know that fear-reduCtion is the most powerful,-naturally-occurrin6

reinforcement which psychologists have discovered. So the reduction

of fear (whichimmediately follows the inhibition di the Stealing) ban

act as a reinforcement for Ois inhibition and will result in ths learning

I

of the inhibition of stealing, The powerful reinforcement associated with

fear reduction increases the probability that the in.hibition of the stealing

will occur in the future. After many such experiences, the normal child

learn ,to .inhibit_stealing impulses. Each time such an impulse

c,A

arises an& is*,succegsfully inhibited, the inhibition will be strengthened

ty reinforcement since the fear elicited by the impulsp will be reduced

followi4 successful inhibition.

1.

What does a child need lin order to learn effectively to be

civilized (in the context of this approach)?

1. A social censuring agent (typically family or peers) AND

1au

4. An adequate physiological fear response AND .

3 The ability tc0earn the fear response in anticipation

of an antisocial act AND

4. Fast.dissipation of physiological fear to'quickly reinforce the

inhibitory response,

18
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I have indicated earlier that there.is consistent evidence that

i

the antisocial indvidual does n't have an adequate fear response-and

does not learn adequately to emotionally anticiapte negative:events.
)

The evidence regarding the glhal point--rate of dissipation -of fear is

unequivocal--the intioticalPindivfdual ends to evklence very slow.

fear dissipation (Mednick & Volavka, ih press). In terms of this theoretical
.

1

approaq1), this suggetts that under normal rearing conditions he is not,adequately
1 x

rewarded for i nhibitin antisocial-responses.

Concluding Remarks

In these brief remarks I have attempted to describe recent evidence

that biological factors may'play somjartial role in the orlgilis of anti-

ocial behavior (or perhaps some.forms of antisocial behaivor).. The bio-

1 gical factors can aid in.understanding the conditions leading to ntit

social behavior in situations gr. populations where sociathamilial fa trs

are less successful at prediction. These include, fdr example middle

or upper class background; recidiAstic criminality, female criminality
. ;

or crime in rural areas. It is in these sItuations or individuals Aat
N

' the biological variables show stronger relations with antisocial behavior.

.cirCumstances orindividuals where iocial-familial factorsmould predict
\

elevated crime, (such as loweIrsocial class rearing) the biological facttPes

are less effective in prediction. AP

What the implication of these recent findings may be is far from

clear t thts point. Cer inly no social action would be advised without

consider le additonal research efforts and replication, Perhaps *these

fndings suggest thit we reevaluate our abilityvti9vpreditt early who might

later bdcome a serious criminal. The complementarity of the social-famillal
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6

and biological.variables sugests that adding the biological variables

to the highly effective soclal-faMilial factors (Robins & tc1iff, in

Tres's) in a single prediclzive study,might eventually yield acceptably

accurate prediction of s rious recidivism.

If excellent pred ction were possible what preventive intervention

migh t shield childre or adolescents froNa crime career? Perhaps the

variables which p ict to future serious crime will suggest intervention

strategies. Acti g on'the above reported reliable findings of low '

autonoMic nervo s system arousal in antisocial .indivtduals,
6

A'

have begun s 'pilot research attempting.to alter this low arousal state

- by drug admInistrations to bring delinquentS up to normal arousal states.
. 1 .

They report s'6114 succestwith this method, work.ing with an extremely small

group of delinquents. An imOortant probie in such drug intervention may

be'to guard against long term unwanted sAlide effects. It is the danger

of such side effects which Moved U6 to reject drug intervention in a primary

prevention project.in the fipld of serious mental illness (schizophrenia).

We chosesthe conservative step of an excellent, protective nurs'ery school

prOgram (Mednick, 1975)..
y,

In this Academy meeting,Professor David Bakan has raised the possi-

bility of using severe punishment (his expression.was "to terrorize").

'individuals who were identified as possible future criminals. This would

certainly seem to be in inappropriate model far-intervention. While

mildspunishment js probably the prevailing method families, peers and '

society vses to felch small children to inhibit' antisocial conduct, it
2

would not seem likely or promising techniquelor pragmatic intervention

ce

4
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I would,record one fine thought in this'paper. As pointe'd

0.

out above, social scientists have had stroffig negative emotional reactions

to atempts to understand the role biological factors play-in the develop-

. ment of social man. These negative emotional reactions have-often been

r4nsiVe to biological sceintists' Orawing irresponiible or premature

conclusionvfrom frallible correlational research.' Such.scientific

carelessness is especially repregnsible in circumstances where political

forces may attempt to use such permature conclusidhs tn justiWng

repressive social action. Responsible criticism of faulty methods or

unfortunate, iliadequately grounded conclusions is a necesary 'and importilit
-. dr,

.
.

part df a scientist's work. But I would-emphasize the word "responsible".

Remember that earlier attempts to silence or retard scientific inquyy

by public appeals to emotion or public burning of.books has not proven

as successful as a'sin.gle intelligent penetrating methodological analysis.

21
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Table 1

:

Registered Criminality in Adoptee and pheir Fathers
8

"Cross-fostering" Analysis
;

(Tabled values are precentage of adoptees criOnals

Not

If'adoP.tive ,Registered

father
Crime

is
Criminal

If Biological Father.is

Not Minor
Regisbred trime Criminal

103

13.31,

11.5

.'

10.0

41.1

I.

22.0

10.0.

36.2

f

t.%
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Table 3

ThE TEN COMMANDMENTS
-Exodus

27

r

I AM THE LORD THY GOD, THOU SHALT HAVE.NO OTHER GOES BEFORE ME.

THOU SHALT' NOT MAKE A GRAVEN IMAGE NOR BOW DOWN OR SERVE THEM.

THOU SHALT NOT TAKE THE,NAME OF THE LORD YOUR GOD IN VAIN4

REMEMBER THE SABBATH DAY AND KEEP IT HOLY'.

HONOUR THY fATHER AND THY MOTHER.

THOU SHAL NOT.KILL.

TpU SHALT NOt C6M1T ADULTERY.

THOU SHALT NOT STEAL.

'THOU SHALT NOT BEAR.FALSE WITNESS AGAINST YOUR NEIGHBOR.
2r-

THOU SHALT NOT tOVET THY NEfnHBOR"S HOME,,WIFE, MAIDSERVANT., OX4,ASS.

a.%

I.

-
a
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